activities in the airpark. The hangar of
G-borg is steadily growing; the nail
pistol can be heard in the quiet
September mist…
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For the last two weeks the cranes were
neither seen nor heard of and
supposedly they would be enjoying the
warmth of the Andalucían plains.
WRONG! This morning four cranes
walked the runway for breakfast.
Rainfall during the night had lured the
delicious creepy-crawling vermin to the
surface and the cranes enjoyed a
healthy meal. The deer bull can be
heard bellowing in the night and seen
walking the runway showing up his
majestic might. Awesome!

The G-borg hangar
…and DM’s and JH’s hangar plates are
now waiting for the concrete to cover
the enforcements.

JH’s…

…and DM’s
The mighty bull
Birch trees are yellowing and the
fantastic coloring of the woods has
started.

Wood-, concrete- and frigolitenews
Fall is inevitably on its way. But that
doesn’t mean winter lair for building

When PI arrives late September he will
probably bring a kitchen with him to be
fitted into his new house.

The new house

A huge pile of shingles and a bunch of
pipes landed on the last Propellervägsplot last Friday, and Monday our
excavator with Jan-E at the controls
started digging for foundation of the
Valentin-chateau .

The Diggers
Heavy painting activity has taken place
at TE’s house,

Fresh paint
and the nicely carved wooden propeller
mounted on the top of the HB-hangar
reveals that our airpark contains yet
another artist.

.
HB’s propeller

The miraculous turf around the FD’s
buildings …

The Magnificent turf
…is envied by the PMs, who are
desperately trying to grow grass on the
former ditch. The drain work done in
august on Propellervägen is by the way
working beautifully and heavy rain
doesn’t bother the plot owners there
anymore.
Vindmyrevägen
What bothers the whole village,
however, is the condition of the road
Vindmyrevägen! Soon fall and winter
rain will turn the road into a bottomless
mud pool, and our board members are
working hard on a solution that includes
subsidies from Leksand commune.
Hopefully work can be initiated before
winter comes. Elections to the Swedish
parliament is taking place on the 19th of
this month, and most parties are
emphasizing the importance of wellworking infra structure including good
roads to support living in the villages of
Siljan. Siljan AirPark is one of these
villages!
Club news
Even though the quiet purr of SE-VPS
(the club Dynamic) still is heard low
season for flying is approaching, and
the Wednesday barbecue at the
clubhouse is on stand by until spring.
But the club is still alive, and

Wednesday evenings still offer flying
chat and coffee in the corner couch.
Some airparkers are considering a
motion to the club about moving the
annual general meeting from February
to sometime in late spring or early
summer, where more airparkers are
here and consequently will be able to
participate in the general meeting.
Oh-Livia, new member
Another kind of purr was heard when
the “live!” decision was made by our
local cat expert when presented to the
apparently abandoned kitten on the
Larsson plot – hence the name Livia.
Livia immediately snuggled into the
expert’s hair and a bond was created!

Oh-Livia!
We shall try to follow the fate of Livia.

Siljansnäs
Siljansnäs is working hard on
development. Public meetings are held
regularly where projects and plans are
presented check Hur ska servicen i
Siljansnäs se ut i framtiden | Siljansnäs
(in Swedish!)
The World
Out in the big world (outside Europe!)
airpark is a well-known concept. Check
here for a number of these in the US
Airpark Living • Index page.

Upcoming events:
On November the 6th the Siljan
AirPark Harvest ball will take place in
Biggles Café. Like previous years it will
most likely be a Halloween party – the
horror theme!! Check the web-site
for coming details.
Ingrid Muus
News editor
ingrid@muus.dk
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